The interest in distributed maximum power point tracking increases along with increasing deployment of photovoltaic generators and the constant pressure to reduce the cost of photovoltaic generated energy. Distributed maximum point tracking facilitates a significant boost of captured photovoltaic power.
INTRODUCTION
Typically, in photovoltaic (PV) systems a high voltage is obtained by connecting multiple modules in series to form a string of modules. Since modules in a string are connected in series, a mismatch of currents among the individual modules reduces the output current of the whole string, inserting losses which are disproportional to the shading. In attempting to address this problem, module level maximum power point tracking (MPPT) methods, otherwise known as distributed maximum power point tracking (DMPPT), are increasingly reported. In some architec-level inverter. In addition, assuming split power processing, each individual module may be optimized to provide maximum power. For instance, it is stated in [1] that front end DMPPT can result in up to 25% increase of overall power. The relatively old concept of a module integrated inverter is nowadays known as micro inverter and gains renewed interest [2, 3] . Recently, many works reported efforts to maximize the extracted power on the DC side [4] [5] [6] [7] . Walker et al. introduced 'distributed power conditioning' (later known as distributed MPPT-DMPPT), where MPP tracking is performed at the module level by means of module integrated DC-DC converters (MIC), located at each PV module's front end [4] . In these architectures, the converters' outputs are typically connected in series to form a string. The MIC-based DMPPT concept was further investigated to derive the small-signal AC model and to analyze its steady-state behavior, dynamics and stability, as well as aspects concerning the converter association [6] . While it was concluded in [1] that front end DMPPT can result in power capture increase compared to standard MPPT (depending on the standard deviation in incident light), it was also pointed out that under near-uniform lighting conditions, the benefits of DMPPT can be outweighed by losses in the MICs.
A research effort combining an analysis of shading patterns and distributed power electronic converters of various granularity attempted to quantify the benefits of DMPPT [8] . It was concluded in this paper that in two out of three installations, the energy yield benefit outweighs the power electronics costs and that panel and sub-string-level DMPPT seem to be the appropriate levels of granularity.
Among the various ways to implement the MIC's power stage, [4, 7, 8] , the bridge based buck/boost topology seems most adequate due to the high efficiency it exhibits over a wide power range, its buck, boost, and pass-through capabilities, and its relatively low-cost [9, 10] . The optimization of the bridge based buck/boost topology for efficiency and control of an individual MIC were detailed in [10, 11] . Due to the extreme gain that MICs might be required to provide in highly mismatched situations, the performance degrades even with the MIC-based DMPPT architecture. In order to overcome this shortcoming, [12] proposed augmenting MIC-based DMPPT architecture by a string current diverter that decouples MIC corresponding to the shaded Module from the rest of the string.
The advantages of source splitting, i.e, input ports supplied by independent modules, were recognized in an even earlier paper - [13] , where N PV modules (N=4) were interfaced by buck-boost DC-DC converters, which exhibit loss free resistor characteristics. The converters' outputs were connected in parallel across the inverter input where the power of all N channels accumulated.
The potential advantage of such a modular system was addressed in this paper, particularly in the case of inhomogeneous insolation. However, the series-connection of the MICs output ports, as in [4] [5] [6] [7] , provides the high voltage required for DC-AC conversion and facilitates a higher overall conversion efficiency. In similarity to [13, 14] proposed the parallel connection in the context of building integrated PV. There, each module was coupled to a high voltage (200V/400V) dc bus through a dc-dc converter (thus the MICs are connected in parallel at their outputs). Then, a central inverter was fed from the dc bus, where the power of all modules accumulated. In order to attain a high gain and yet high efficiency, a transformer based currentfed half-bridge converter was employed in this architecture [15] . Another interesting approach to overcome mismatch losses was reported in [16, 17] ; reconfiguring the modules interconnection throughout the day resulted in 3%-5% increased energy harvest. Recently proposed active bypass diodes represents another form of distributed power processing on the DC side of PV strings [18, 19] . Under this method, conducting bypass diodes are shunted by and active switch (such as MOSFET or BJT) thus reducing the voltage drop across the bypass from the diode forward voltage to the saturation voltage of a BJT. According to [18] this could manifest in up to 1% increased power capture at maximum power point.
Another DMPPT approach, the 'minimal power processing', applies DC-DC converters just for balancing the PV string, while most of the string's power flows directly without being processed by the converters [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , thus the losses are reduced considerably.
In this paper we review DC side DMPPT architectures and compare them with respect to their operation principles and performance. Full power processing architectures are compared to those with minimal power processing. The first architectures are found to be easier to control while the second ones exhibit higher efficiency.
Some delicate control issues are emphasized; a distinction is made between maximum power point tracking and negative feedback control. For systems consisting of multiple power processors, we derive the required number of maximum point tracking units and their adequate location within a global architecture. Only the right number of units guarantees extraction of the entire potential power as well as system stability. In contrast, we demonstrate how instability occurs due to a redundant control structure.
PHOTO VOLTAIC MISMATCH MECHANISMS
Mismatch among PV modules may occur due to differences in temperature, insolation, manufacturing tolerance, aging, etc. Regardless of the cause of the mismatch, this situation manifests as an asymmetry in the current-voltage (i − v) characteristics of PV modules. Thus, since some of the PV modules within a PV string exhibit different i − v characteristics from others, it is impossible to find an operation point at which all the modules in the string operate at the maximum power point (MPP).
The operation of PV strings under uneven insolation and the mismatch losses origin and impact are discussed in this section. The well-known single-diode PV cell model is shown in [26, 27] . It consists of a photon generated current source whose magnitude is proportional to the insolation, a diode, a series resistance, r s , and a shunt resistance R sh . Since R sh is very high and r s is very low, without loss of generality these elements are neglected resulting in the simplified PV cell model shown in Fig. 1(b) . This simplified model exhibits i − v characteristics which are sharper than the actual PV cell's characteristics (rather square shape), i.e. this model implies a quality factor which is higher than that of the actual cell. Nevertheless, the critical PV cell's parameters influencing the following derivation, such as open circuit voltage, short circuit current, and v M -the voltage at the point of maximum power, are pretty much preserved. More importantly, the operation modes are preserved. Thus we employ the reduced model of Fig.  1 (b) in our analysis. Consider a substring of PV cells connected in series (note later on a substring is determined by having at most one bypass diode across it). Applying the cell model depicted in Fig. 1(b) , a substring composed of n PV cells may be modeled as in Fig. 2(a) . One may assume that, to some extent, the photo currents of the cells within a substring have close magnitudes one to the other. This is not necessarily always so, however the discussion herein is restricted to the substring granularity. Thus, assuming uniform insolation across the substring, the current sources in Fig. 2(a) are all equal and the substring may be modeled by a single current source in parallel with n diodes as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Let us consider now a string of N PV modules as in Fig. 3 (a) which may be modeled by means of the substring model of Fig.  2(b) . Note that, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that each module consists of a single substring. Suppose the k th module is shaded to a certain degree -%shade. This would result in a proportionally reduced photo-generated current:
where α = 1 − %shade and I nom is the photon generated current of the rest (non shaded) modules in the string. Clearly the shaded module limits the entire string's current. Swiping the string's load from R l = 0 to R l = ∞, yields Fig. 4 . This simulation was carried out for a 5 module string (N=5). The module's main parameters are: V m , I M , P M , V oc and I sc . One of the modules was assumed to be 62.5% shaded, i.e. α = 0.375.
This PSPICE simulation clearly demonstrates the detrimental effects of mismatch:
a Since the shaded module limits the entire string current, as may be seen in Fig. 4(a) , the losses are actually magnified by N. The string maximum power is approximately P M _string = α · P M , see Fig. 4(b) . However, only one module is shaded, thus the potential string power is much higher: In order to prevent the above detrimental situations, bypass diodes are normally incorporated in shunt with the PV modules (or substrings of cells). These diodes become forward biased whenever a module generates less current than the rest of the modules in the string. Thus these diodes protect the modules/cells against reverse high voltages and also prevent hot spots.
Moreover, since the diode conducts the string current, the 'weak' module no longer limits the string's current and more power may be extracted.
Unfortunately, the bypass-diodes protected string also presents some shortcomings. The string's i − v characteristics exhibit a step-like shape due to the bypass diodes, which manifests as a multi peak power curve. This poses a difficulty for the MPPT unit (to identify the absolute maximum). Moreover, the bypassed module (or substring) potential power is lost due to being bypassed.
DISTRIBUTED MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING ARCHITECTURES
With the increasing deployment of PV generation and the constant need to reduce the cost of PV generated . The MICs are connected in front of the PV modules and their outputs are connected in series to form a string. In this architecture, the MPPT is performed on a per-module basis, thereby allowing PV modules to operate at different currents -each module at its MPP current. Thus, underperforming modules do not limit the whole string, nor are they bypassed. Each module contributes its entire potential power.
The micro-inverters and front-end DC optimizers are 'full power processing' architectures, meaning that each converter processes the entire power generated by its associated PV module regardless of shading conditions. In a third DMPPT architecture class, referred to as 'Minimal power processing' architectures, only a small fraction of the generated power is processed by the DC-DC converters in order to just balance the modules operation point [7, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The shuffling DC optimizers' scheme [20] , shown in Fig. 5 (c), is a representative example of this category. Mismatch losses occur when the currents generated by the PV modules are unequal. These losses can be avoided, provided the symmetry among the modules is restored. The shuffling topology balances the PV generated currents, and restores the symmetry of the string. This is accomplished by DC-DC converters applied in parallel with each PV module pair, as shown in Fig. 5(c) . The converters' outputs can be viewed as shunt current sources that complement the photon-generated current of shaded modules. These converters inject across the module the right amount of current to match it to the adjacent one. Thus, the joint currents of all module-converter pairs in a string are equalized. Once the currents are matched, mismatch losses are eliminated and the entire potential energy of the PV system can be extracted towards the load.
Contrary to the full power architectures, minimal power architectures process just a small portion of the overall power. Most of current flows directly through the PV string, without being processed by the converters. Comparing to full power architectures, minimal-power architectures result in three major advantages: reduced converters' rating, converter operation under lower stress, and much lower losses. However, the MPPT algorithm and the wiring are more complex.
FRONT END DC OPTIMIZERS
Front end DC optimizers are usually efficient, simple, and economical, thus they attract academic research and are also becoming popular in industry [4-11, 14, 15] . In principle, the converters are embedded within the PV module, hence named 'Module Integrated Converters' (MICs).
The maximum power point of each PV module is tracked locally by its associated converter, and is unaffected by the string. As a result, energy harvest can potentially increase by 30%-45% in comparison to traditional string architectures [7] . In addition, the integrated units facilitate secondary features, such as status monitoring of individual modules, security protection (such as anti-theft) and safety features (such as 'electronic switch off' to prevent electrification and arcing hazards on the dc side), internet connection, and so forth.
There are many ways to implement the MIC's power stage [7, 8] . Recently, the bridge based buck/boost topology, depicted in Fig. 6 , became popular due to the high efficiency it exhibits over a wide range of voltage gains, its buck and boost (and pass-through) capability, and its lowcost [5, 7, 11] . This power stage utilizes four switches: N1 -N4, and can operate in either one of three modes: buck, A third mode, the pass-through mode, is selected when the output and input voltages are close to one another, so the MIC's required gain is close to unity. In this mode, N3, N4 are closed, and N1, N2 are open. No switching occurs (and no switching losses) consequently the efficiency is very high [7] .
DC Optimizers Control
MICs are typically controlled locally and independently from one another. Each converter tracks the MPP of its module autonomously applying a dual loop control scheme, as shown in Fig. 7 . A slow outer MPPT scheme generates a reference signal (mostly an input voltage reference) which is fed to a high bandwidth inner loop. The inner loop typically consists of a linear control network, implementing regulation of the input voltage by means of feedback.
Thus the inner loop regulates the operation point of the PV module, stabilizing it against transients of string current, while the outer loop slowly adjusts the operation point to match variations of insolation and other atmospheric conditions. Thus, while the inner feedback loop can be implemented either digitally or by a simple analogue circuitry, the outer loop realizes an iterative search of the MPP, which relies on a microcontroller implemented MPPT algorithm [7, 11] . In this scheme, the converters' dynamics are decoupled from the tracking of maximum power.
The string output voltage is regulated by the inverter. It is chosen to be somewhat higher than the AC voltage peak in order to allow efficient power conversion without exposing the power MOSFETs to a high voltage stress. The DC-DC converters automatically adjust their gains to match the string's voltage. The number of PV modules in a string is typically chosen so that the required converter's gain will be close to unity. As a result, under nominal insolation, most of the converters can operate in the 'pass-through' mode, reducing the amount of switching and increasing the overall efficiency.
The abrupt transition from one operation mode to another (buck / pass-through / boost) is challenging and has been the focus of a few recent works [11, [28] [29] [30] . With conventional PWM controllers, the transition to and from the pass-through mode can provoke high voltage transients and increased ripple because it is associated with an abrupt change of the effective switching frequency, which is constant in the buck or the boost modes and zero in the passthrough-mode. In addition, due to limitations such as modulator saturation (or minimum on or off times of digital controllers) unity gain can be approached only to a certain limit by the buck or the boost topologies [10, 11] .
Location of the MPPT Units
The position of the MPPT units seems intuitive, yet in some designs might be confusing as it is not always clear whether an MPPT unit or a simple closed-loop regulator should be applied. Recall the difference between the two: MPPT units implement active iterative algorithms, searching for an optimal operation point, while closed-loop regulators just fix the voltage or current to a given reference, applying negative feedback, (mostly applying linear control).
In [31] a theorem was presented for identifying the degree of freedom of power systems, and the number of power processors required for regulating its operation point. The conclusion in [31] is that the degree of freedom of a system's operation point must be equal to the number of power processors (converters) used to control it. Applying this theorem to the DMPPT architectures gives rise to the following guideline:
Lemma 1 A system with N photovoltaic modules must contain N Maximum Power Point trackers in order to facilitate global MPPT.
An MPP tracker is any unit that actively optimizes power. It may or may not include an inner closed loop regulator, and can be situated either in the embedded MICs or in a central (string) inverter. If less than N MPPT units are used, the operation point cannot be set to harvest maximum power. If more than N MPPT units are used, the control structure is redundant and might go unstable. The location of the MPPT units in the front-end DC optimizers' architecture is shown in Fig. 8 . The system contains N photovoltaic modules, therefore should contain N MPPT units, including the one of the inverter. Thus, according to Lemma 1, the inverter must not contain an MPPT unit, as this additional MPPT unit in the inverter may invoke instabilities or maximum power search dead-locks. The correct control structure is shown in Fig. 8(a) . The MPPT units are applied in the MICs and the inverter applies only a closed loop feedback that regulates the string's voltage. Figure 8 (b) shows a redundant control structure, including the unnecessary inverter MPPT unit. The inverter's MPPT is redundant because the power injected to the DC bus is regulated independently by the MICs. The MICs keep the PV modules operation at maximum power, while adjusting their voltage gains to match the string's bus voltage. The MICs outputs may be regarded as power sources, thus with any bus voltage, within a certain limit, maximum power is extracted towards the DC buss. Since the power injected to the bus is constant, the inverter should only regulate the bus voltage. It does so by means of a simple closed loop regulator. If the inverter would feature an MPPT unit at its front end, instead of a closed loop regulator, the overall maximum power search process may enter a deadlock or even become unstable because the additional inverter's MPPT may attempt to shift the bus voltage without affecting the string output power. This is why operating conventional string inverters with a DMPPT system may be problematic. Most string inverters are designed to operate with conventional photovoltaic arrays (with no embedded MICs), thus they include an MPPT unit. This unit might destabilize the MICs within the DMPPT architecture.
In order to demonstrate the instability of a system with the supplementary MPPT unit, we simulate the DMPPT architecture in two modes of operation: In the first mode, the inverter is controlled by a negative feedback loop that regulates the bus voltage. In the second mode, the inverter is controlled by an MPPT unit that adjusts the bus voltage in search of the maximum power point. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 9 , and the various simulation parameters are detailed in Table 1 .
Throughout this simulation, the MICs and the inverter are treated as ideal power processors, with 100% efficiency, infinite bandwidth, and zero input and output ripples. These assumptions enabled us to simplify the simulation models and to demonstrate the essential instability associated with the N + 1 MPPT structure. The MICs are modeled by controlled current sources at their inputs and controlled voltage sources at their outputs. The input volt- age is controlled by a local MPPT unit, and the output voltage is set so that the output power equals the input power. The local DC-DC MPPT is based on the 'perturb & observer' (P&O) algorithm. It samples the PV voltage and current and alters the PV voltage to iteratively maximize the power. The inverter's control is composed of three cascaded loops. The inner most loop is the current loop that regulates the inductor's current, i g , to a target signal i * g . In simulation, this loop is considered ideal, so it is assumed that i g = i * g at any given instant. The target current, i * g , is set to be instantaneously proportional to the grid voltage v g by means of a multiplier. This drives a sinusoidal current in-phase with the voltage (in some similarity to active power factor rectification). The amplitude of current, I * g,m is set by the voltage loop negative feedback. As the input voltage increases, the amplitude of current follows the increase in order to moderate the voltage. The voltage loop compensator consists of two stages: A three pole Butterworth filter, in order to filter out the 100Hz voltage ripple induced in the dc-link capacitor, and a proportionalintegral-derivative (PID) controller, which is much slower than the grid's frequency (50Hz). The input bus voltage is regulated according to the target signal V * string . The source ) shows simulation results when the inverter is controlled in a closed loop, regulating the string voltage to a constant 350V. The system is seen to be stable and maximum power is extracted towards the grid. Figure 9(c) shows results in the case in which the inverter contains an MPPT unit. The resulting amplitude of current is almost identical to the regulated case, so the system successfully transfers the full power to the grid. However, the bus voltage is evidently unstable demonstrating a swing of about 150V.
This swing is generated due to the operation of the inverter's MPPT. The MPPT unit senses the power injected to the bus and alters the bus voltage in order to maximize the power. However, the power is already maximized due to the MICs operation, so the MPPT 'sees' no change and the search process diverges over time.
MINIMAL-POWER PROCESSING ARCHITEC-TURES
'Minimal power processing' architectures applies a small fraction of the generated power in order to balance the string operation point [20 -25] . The concept behind these architectures is to auxiliary process small amounts of power to balance the generated current of shaded PV modules in order to facilitate maximization of the total generated power. This is accomplished by a DC-DC converter that is connected in parallel to each module. The minimal power processing architectures feature the advantage of processing only a small fraction of generated power, in contrast to the front-end DC optimizers which process the full generated power. Typically, the power processed by the DC-DC converters is small, thus losses are minimized and the efficiency is high (this resembles the power flow in autotransformers which also exhibit efficiencies that are higher than those of regular transformers).
Three types of architectures are presented in Fig. 10 . They differ by the source of auxiliary power, i.e. the DC-DC converters input. With the shuffling architecture ( Fig.  10(a) ) [7, 20] , a DC-DC converter interconnects each pair of adjacent modules, and can 'shuffle' power between illuminated modules and shaded ones to eliminate possible mismatch.
An example of string equalization by means of the shuffling architecture and the resulting flow of power is illustrated in Fig. 11(a) , where two PV modules are matched to a string current of 2 A. In this example, the converter draws 0.2 A from the highly insolated module, and injects 0.1 A across the shaded module, thus restoring the symmetry of the string. For the shuffling architecture, the DC-DC converters' must invert the voltage polarity. Isolation by a transformer is not necessary as the ground of the converter is common to both PV modules, however, the power stage should enable bidirectional power flow and thus it must employ a bidirectional synchronous switch (the secondary switch must be realized by a MOSFET rather than a diode). Several standard power topologies are suitable, such as the inverting buck-boost converter, or the C'uk converter [7, 20] .
In [21] and [22] , Shimizu el al. proposed the Generation Control Circuit, where the currents of modules within a Fig. 9 . Simulation for a DMPPT architecture including a string inverter (a) system structure and control loop, (b) steadystate simulation, when the string voltage is regulated to be constant, and (c) steady-state simulation, when the inverter is controlled by an MPPT unit, exhibiting string-voltage instability string are decoupled, thereby facilitating operation of each module at its MPP. However, it was realized in [23] that, due to the internal bypass diodes (in shunt with substrings of PV cells), mismatch may yet occur even within individual modules; thus, active voltage sharing between two substrings of an individual module by means of a buck-boost converter was proposed. Optimization of the active bypass converter of [23] was reported in [24] , where it was concluded that, in terms of efficiency, the bypass structure is very competitive with respect to boost, buck or buck-boost based solutions.
The Returned Energy Current Converters' (RECC) based architecture [25] is shown in Fig. 10(b) . It applies shunt DC-DC converters to balance the shaded modules by injecting a compensation current in parallel with the modules, thus equalizing their photonic generated current to the string current. The power associated with this current injection is fed to the converters' inputs from the overall string (the dc link capacitor).
Energy Feed Forward architecture is depicted in Fig.  10(c) . In this architecture the string equalization is attained by diverting part of the excess current from higher insolated modules through the shunt converters, thus evacuating part of the module's power through the converter. Thus, in both cases, DC-DC converters that are connected in parallel with the modules balance the string.
The feed-back architecture draws current from the DC bus, and injects it across shaded modules, compensating for its missing current. The string current is equalized to that of the most energetic module. In contrast, the feedforward architecture extracts current from more energetic modules and injects it directly to the DC bus. In this case, the string current is equalized to the current of the least energetic module.
The power flow of the feed-back architecture is demonstrated in Fig. 11(b) , where a shaded module is matched to a string current of 2 A. The parallel converter draws power from the DC bus and injects 0.3 A to compensate the module's generated current of 1.7 A.
Many standard isolating topologies may be used. Typical candidates are the flyback, forward, and half-bridge topologies. Figure 12 shows a comparison of the overall system efficiency for the front-end converters based architecture and the RECC architecture. Figure 12(a) shows the conversion efficiency against the average shading level, assuming a constant converters' efficiency of 0.9. In Fig. 12(b) the converters' efficiency is varied while an average shading level of 20% is kept constant. The increase in conversion efficiency, thanks to the shunt current compensation, is notable.
This is due to the much reduced auxiliary processed power (the power flowing through the DC-DC converters) with respect to the front-end DMPPT. For instance, if there is no shading (uniform illumination) the processed power is zero and the system's efficiency is 1.
As the average shading increases, the currents injected to the PV modules must also increase in order to compensate for the scatter of the photon generated currents. As a result, the power processed by the converters increases, reducing the conversion efficiency. In contrast, with the front-end converters, the efficiency is constant and equal to the efficiency of converters over all shading levels.
Control of Minimal Power Processing Architectures
The control of minimal power processing architectures is challenging because the PV modules are not decoupled from each other, so variations of the operation point of one module may affect the entire string. The MPPT algorithms must account for these mutual dependencies otherwise the operation points might diverge, or enter a dead-lock around a spurious maximum power point. We believe that these questions are interesting for future research. However, in the following section we just examine the location of MPPT units within these architectures, ignoring the stability issues.
The location of MPPT units must follow the guideline presented in Lemma 1: A system with N photovoltaic modules must contain exactly N Maximum Power Point tracking (MPPT) units. This principle is not intuitive with these architectures, as seen in Fig. 13 , showing MPPT locations for a string of N = 3 modules.
As a general rule, with these architectures, the inverter MUST contain an MPPT unit, as a simple closed loop regulator is not sufficient in order to extract maximum power. The power output of the string, including the auxiliary converters, is predetermined by the maximum power point of the PV modules, as all generated power must flow to the load. The bus voltage is also predetermined (it must be equal to the sum of the PV modules voltages at maximum power point). Therefore, at the output of the string (at the input of the inverter) both power and voltage are predetermined by the maximum power point of the modules. As a result, the string's output current is also fixed, as it must be equal to the division of power by voltage. These principles are expressed by (3), which holds for all minimal power processing architectures. Since the string's voltage and current at the MPP are determined by the DC side (string of modules + balancing converters), the inverter input must be matched in order to allow operation with both these values (V string , I string ).
In other words, the inverter's input must present an equivalent impedance of: 
Therefore, regulating the inverter by means of a negative feedback control loop will reduce the harvested power. Thus, the inverter must contain an active MPPT unit that tracks the optimal operation point of the string.
For this reason, minimal power processing topologies may operate with standard string or array inverters which already contain an embedded MPPT controller.
Because the total number of MPPT units must equal the number of PV modules, and since the inverter must contain one unit, the string must be operated with N − 1 MPPT units. Operating it with N MPPT units is redundant and may invoke instabilities or deadlocks. This is demonstrated in Fig. 13 . In module (b) the inverter is controlled by a closed loop regulator, a structure which is insufficient to extract maximum power. Modules (a) and (c), where two active MPPT units are embedded in the string, show adequate control structures. The shuffling method is presented in (a). It includes two DC-DC converters, each with a MPPT unit. The returned current method is presented in (c). Here, three DC-DC converters are used, but according to our analysis, one of them must be turned off, otherwise it will destabilize the string. This redundancy is demonstrated in module (d).
CONCLUSIONS
This work presents high-level architectural aspects of photovoltaic DMPPT systems and their performance in terms of efficiency, control and stability. PV string operation under inhomogeneous insolation is clarified. In addition, a distinction between feedback based regulation and MPPT is emphasized. MPPT units' location is discussed and possible instabilities are demonstrated.
The architectures are classified in two categories: the full power processing category, of which mainly the frontend DC optimizers architecture is analyzed, and the minimal power processing category, consisting of the shuffling, the RECC, and the Energy Feed Forward architectures.
We discuss the pros and cons of the various architectures. Front-end DC optimizers are capable of decoupling the PV modules from the string, while maximizing the output power of each module. This architecture is simple to control, low cost, efficient and robust. However, it processes the full power generated by the PV string, and suf- fers the consequential losses. On the other hand, equalization methods imply minimal auxiliary power-processing; only the imbalance power is processed.
By equalizing the string and restoring the symmetry, the maximum potential power may be extracted. As a result, equalization methods exhibit a higher overall efficiency. However, with these structures the modules are not decoupled from the string, which make the control more complex.
The location of MPPT units within DMPPT architectures is analyzed, applying a simple guideline: A system with N photovoltaic modules must contain exactly N MPPT units. This principle is shown to impose constraints on the location of MPPT units within power architectures. If more than N MPPT units are applied, then the maximum power search algorithm might go unstable. Such instability is demonstrated by simulation in Fig. 9(c) .
